Experience of the Covid-19 lockdown
among Hanover and Elm Grove residents
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Dear Hanover and Elm Grove residents,

While the vast majority of people saw the need for extreme measures to kerb the
spread of Covid-19, lockdown still came as a bit of a shock. Few of us had ever
experienced anything like it before and it had a profound effect on us all. Our day-to
-day lives changed drastically as we were forced to stay at home and only go out for
specific reasons. Working from home became the norm and ‘zooming’ became a
lockdown buzzword, as communicating with many of our loved ones was only
possible via a screen.
Because of the huge changes the Covid-19 crisis and lockdown brought about, I
thought it was important to get a snapshot of how it affected the lives of those living
in our ward. So I worked with long-time Hanover resident Liz Petty to compile the
Hanover & Elm Grove Coronavirus 2020 survey, to find out how people had found
probably the most restrictive months of their lives, and to give residents an
opportunity to reflect on any positives. I’d like to say a very big thank you to Liz,
along with Elm Grove residents Lisa Manning and Ciara Keown, for pulling the data
together, making sense of the results and creating the report below.
I am very grateful too to the 238 of you who took the time to respond to the survey
as it has given us a valuable insight into how lockdown affected aspects of your
daily lives. The thank you section elicited a high number of responses,
demonstrating how much kindness there is in our community, and the willingness of
so many to help those who needed it most.
Residents really valued the support they got from the local Covid-19 Mutual Aid
team and we cannot thank them enough. They supported residents in many ways,
and by networking neighbours through WhatsApp groups, provided a much-needed
line of communication for some of the most vulnerable people in our community.
Fellow councillor Steph Powell and I nominated two members of the local Mutual Aid
group – Róisin O’Connor-Laurence and Sumitra Sribhashyam - as Covid-19
Community Champions, and we were proud that both received awards from the
former mayor, Alex Phillips.
One very heart-warming thank you message shared in the survey was by a local
parent to Mark, the manager of the Co-op, “for giving me pasta and pesto from his
own cupboards for my autistic son, when everyone stockpiled at the start of
lockdown”.
While, lockdown was hard for most, the results of the survey have highlighted our
community’s kindness and resilience. And it has taught us a few lessons. One
resident commented that we have been able to survive and thrive with less,
showing we never really needed in all in the first place! A large number of
respondents said they have enjoyed the quieter streets, the reduction in traffic and
the cleaner air - and would like these to continue.
I too, along with the other two Green councillors in our ward, David Gibson and
Steph Powell, hope we can hold on to some of the positives that have come out of
this crisis as we move forward.
Very best wishes,
Elaine Hills, Councillor for Hanover and Elm Grove
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Experience of COVID-19 lockdown among Hanover
and Elm Grove residents: survey results
The negative impact
The Covid-19 lockdown has undisputedly affected residents’ lives in
different ways, inevitably causing a lot of distress. The survey began by
trying to tease out which areas of people’s lives were most negatively
impacted by Covid-19. While a number of people saw the Covid crisis as
affecting their families and jobs, most respondents (69%) said that
their social and holiday plans were hit hardest, with only 3% not
considering themselves impacted this way.

Employment
Employment was an issue for many. 63% of respondents were
concerned about their jobs, businesses and employment due to
lockdown. There has been a significant jump in the number of people
‘employed and working from home’ (29%), whilst only a small handful
of residents (8%) experienced no change in their employment situation.
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Some residents (3%) have not been able to work at all during this time
and were left unemployed.
Working hours seemed to have increased for many of those who continued
to work during the pandemic (15.1%), whilst only 3.8% of working
people’s hours were reduced.
The majority of the self-employed continued to work. However, 96% of
those who were unable to work say they were not supported financially
during this time, exposing the hardships faced by many self-employed
people.
Benefits-wise, 5% of residents said their current employment situation was
being supported by universal credit, and 6.3% of people relied on other
benefits as income during this time.
The biggest concern for residents regarding the impact of lockdown on
their employment was the conditions at work during Covid-19, with 49% of
people raising their concerns in the survey on this issue. This could indicate
that many felt that working conditions were not socially distanced enough
or clean enough for working during a pandemic. Meanwhile, many
residents (25.1%) stated that they were not concerned about losing
contact with work colleagues during this time.
Due to such difficult and uncertain times, it is no surprise that
unfortunately 62% of residents were concerned about paying for basics
such as rent, food and energy bills during lockdown. In the same breath,
58% of residents expressed no concern over luxuries such as clothes or
entertainment, during this time. With regard to the future of individuals’
careers or businesses, 42.5% were concerned for the future of their career
or business, whilst 40.8% were not concerned over their future postlockdown.

Physical and mental health
Understandably, 90% of respondents were concerned about avoiding
Covid-19, with 19% feeling really concerned. Worries about physical health
have been felt by many during the crisis: 38% claimed that the pandemic
has had some impact, with just 19% claiming it to have none. A higher
number were unconcerned about their weight during lockdown (38%) than
those who were very concerned (14%).
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Mental health has been drastically affected during the pandemic as 89% of
respondents reported varying levels of impact on them. 18% of respondents
reported being really concerned about loneliness, although as we ease out of
lockdown this may change as many individuals are likely to feel less lonely as
social bubbles are created. However, others may feel increasingly anxious
about returning to normality. Only 12% of respondents reported no concern
over levels of anxiety, with 29% stating they are really concerned.

Concern for loved ones
An overwhelming number of those who responded to the survey (96%) feel
that their family has been massively impacted during the pandemic.
Furthermore, most respondents (98%) have felt concern over the health of
their loved ones. 40% are really concerned about missing the family members
they cannot see, and 30% are really concerned about missing their friends.

Some positive impacts of lockdown

Many residents have been making the most of this pause on normality, with a
staggering 69% of respondents stating they are enjoying taking life at a slower
pace. Almost half (49%) have enjoyed spending time in the garden, while 32%
have been spring cleaning and tidying up their homes.
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The changes brought about by lockdown allowed many respondents to
D oreading
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strengthen their kitchen skills (43%) and given more time for
those
books (36%) and learning new hobbies and crafts (22%). Most importantly,
respondents (44%) have valued spending extra time with their family and have
been thinking of others and acting on behalf of those more vulnerable (50%).

Changes you’d like to be permanent
A variety of changes were cited, with common themes emerging. There was a
lot of appreciation of the quieter, less crowded, more litter-free, slower pace of
life which has emerged, as well as the reduction in anti-social behaviour.
Many residents have seen the change in travel and our way of life as a positive.
By far the most frequently expressed wish (48%) was for both the reduction in
traffic, and the increase in
pedestrianisation and shared streets,
Cycle lanes made permanent in
to continue. Some noted that the
Madeira Drive without cars; Old
drop in traffic led to a welcome dip in
Shoreham Road keep as single
air pollution during the first few
carriageway;
days of minimum or
months of the lockdown. Many
no
vehicles;
commemorate
those
welcomed the introduction of the
who
lost
their
lives
to
Covid-19;
temporary cycle lane in Old Shoreham
shared streets for everyone so
Road. Allied to this was the desire to
cars
go even slower and children
see more bicycle use, and better cycle
can
play in the middle of the
lanes/ infrastructure.

Hanover streets.

The closure of Madeira Drive to cars
- One resident’s wishes for the
between Palace Pier and Duke’s Mound
future
was popular with many respondents
(21%) who would like to see it made
permanent. Many residents feel that it reduces how crowded the seafront
can become and see it as safer for pedestrians. One respondent stated: “No
cars on Madeira Drive – a lovely, healthy and more usable leisure space for all.”

Residents’ reflections
The pandemic has forced a lot of people to evaluate their own actions and
realise what is necessary and what is not. One resident stated: “Fingers
crossed this pause will have a lasting impact on behaviours. More concern for
the environment, less desire for the negative impact of globalisation. We have
survived and thrived with less shopping and buying of stuff we never have
needed in the first place.”
Another frequent theme was a welcoming of the increased community sharing
and support which has emerged during lockdown, as seen in the Thursday 8pm
‘clap for our carers’. It’s great that 45% of residents said they have enjoyed
getting to know their neighbours better and have seen a kinder, more patient
world. One Lincoln Street resident mentioned how much they appreciated the
street coming together via a WhatsApp group, to share food, cook dinners and
arrange shopping for vulnerable people, stating “You don’t feel alone in this
street.” Social cohesion has been strong, both across the street and virtually,
as 43% of residents have been keeping in touch with others over the internet.
For many people, lockdown has really demonstrated how valuable time with
friends, family and colleagues can be.
Lockdown has even helped some escape loneliness. A quote from one
respondent summarises this meaningfully:
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I have had a really fantastic experience of lockdown. The
world has come to my door through technology and people
power. I feel part of the community again having been
housebound and quite isolated for several years. It has been
a positive, educational time and although I have missed
friends and family, I feel people can now empathise with how
excluded I feel from general day to day life. I have met some
lovely people in my community, and I have a strong sense
that people want to help each other. This is really refreshing
to witness. I would like to say a massive thank you! to
everyone who has done something to make a difference to
the community.

Working from home
Another theme that arose is that many residents (11%) have admitted to
favouring working from home. While this strategy is not necessarily popular
with everyone, one individual believes: “Working from home and virtual
meetings reduce commuting times and vehicles on the road, and it has also
improved efficiency at work (for colleagues who are not trying to work with
children at home).”
Another said: "Working from home should be [possible in] all jobs except when
you have to be physically present. Now we can see it is not so hard for
companies to make big adjustments. I'd like to see less dragging of feet from
companies on providing reasonable adjustments for disabled workers or
workers with parental or caring responsibilities."

Helping the homeless
Many celebrated the initiatives to temporarily house and otherwise help the
homeless during the pandemic. One resident said: “All the homeless were
taken off the streets and put into emergency accommodation. I want to see
them housed. To kick them back out onto the streets at the end of this would
be appalling.”
One resident saw numerous benefits to lockdown:

"Working from home, slower pace of life, calmer roads, less
noise, less pollution, less rubbish, less traffic. Better ties to
the community, helpful neighbours, people being kind and
courteous to each other. More online experiences e.g. theatre,
drama, arts and museums. Mutual Aid support groups. A
more caring society, inclusion for all."
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Saying thank you to local organisations
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31.1% of residents wanted to thank the dedicated key workers who have
worked tirelessly throughout the pandemic. Some extended their praise to all
key workers, with delivery drivers, supermarket staff and local postmen
among those singled out. The continued hard work of these key workers has
certainly not gone unnoticed and our community feels indebted to these
people.

The NHS
On top of the Thursday clap for carers, ten residents singled out the NHS for
saving lives and for everything they have done, throughout this health crisis.
A resident who gave birth during lockdown wanted to thank “all the maternity
staff who were unbelievably supportive. Such an inspiration and so caring. So,
grateful for our NHS.”
And another, who was unfortunately taken into hospital during lockdown, said
that “the NHS were amazing”. One resident summed it up as “they deserve
gratitude from everyone, everywhere!”

Support groups and charities
There has been so much amazing support and help within the community
during this time for those who need it most. Many residents have been so
grateful for assistance they have received during this lockdown. These groups
have been a lifeline for so many residents and are eternally grateful for all the
support that has been shown during such a scary and uncertain time for so
many.

The domestic violence charity RISE has been thanked by a few residents. One
mentioned the increased pressure on victims suffering in isolation, stating:
“The RISE staff have continued to support residents, clean and prepare
properties for emergency cases, provide food and supplies and allow
normality for those families during Covid-19.” All staff have continued to work
online to keep those people safe.
Support from local schools have also been thanked, Elm Grove school in
particular, for distributing food parcels for vulnerable families as well as
working voluntarily during half-term and throughout the whole pandemic.
Together Collective have also been thanked for being such a “fantastic
organisation and do great work to help combat loneliness and isolation in
Brighton. They are a trusted organisation and I value them highly. I receive
support from volunteers and also volunteer to befriend people. They have a
robust support system in place for anyone who needs help or advice. They
change people’s lives for the better.”
The Grace Eyre Foundation was thanked for “going out of their way and
supporting people with autism and other disabilities in the community working
hard despite the Covid-19 issues and also running zoom sessions, arts and
crafts, cooking, chatting sessions all via Zoom.”
A massive thank you must be given to all carers for doing an amazing job at
such a difficult time. One resident thanked them for “all the support from
workers who care for vulnerable people because they don’t think they get
enough attention for their efforts and working the community”. In particular
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T i t l e Lives Carers were thanked for “shielding vulnerable
adults and providing emotional and practical support 24/7”.
Some Covid-19 specific groups have been invaluable during the pandemic,
adapting their services to aid the vulnerable. Many were grateful to the mental
health services who have supported so many people during this tough and
testing time of isolation. One resident thanked the services for telephone
support when they were sick with Covid-19 as it really helped them combat
the negative effects of isolation during that time.
One resident wanted to thank Acorn Covid-19 for their response in
coordinating support for the vulnerable, “especially those disengaged with tech
by dropping leaflets by”.
Another resident thanked City Clean for their tireless efforts during this time,
“their services has been really stretched but they have kept the service
running through volunteers and tried to keep our parks and beaches clean
despite people leaving tonnes of litter. They are unsung heroes!”
Mutual Aid
A number of residents have thanked Brighton and Hove Mutual Aid for their
ongoing, community-based support during this time, particularly the Elm
Grove and Hanover group. They were thanked by one resident for being “a
very active and helpful group for everyone in the area…and I have now been
able to give and receive help from my neighbours.”
Sumitra Sribhashyam was given a special thanks as she “went out of their way
to help people get shopping by opening their own online slots to others. Put
people in touch with each other and created a community on Pankhurst
avenue by organising baking events and photography slide shows. Encouraged
local road reps to build a good rapport with their neighbours and look out for
each other.”
Local businesses
A remarkable 73% of residents say that both supermarket staff and local
shops/deliveries have been amazing. Furthermore, an incredible 19% of
residents thanked all independent and local shops for staying open and
working long hours through the pandemic, specifically, Islingword Post
Office, Wild Cherry café, Clark’s butchers, One Church and Florence
Road Market. Bav and Donna at Bav’s Newsagents on Southover Street
have been thanked by multiple residents for providing a delivery service and
“working long hours, friendly to everyone and not rushing anyone, which is
important for anyone who is lonely.”
Thanks were also given to the following:
Hilly Laine grocer on Elm Grove for providing fresh fruit and veg and a safe
shopping environment.
Anikta at the Downs Store on the Downs Road “for connecting with the
community. Keeping people updated on what she has in store and making the
most delicious home cooked Indian food on a Friday for collection.”
The Village for “keeping open and diversifying social hub, creating a village
feeling of belonging”, as well as for keeping the community spirit going during
this time.
Brewdog “have been the best company during this time, providing free hand
sanitizer, deliveries and 50% off for NHS staff. No other company has really
helped me if I’m honest.”
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Harriet’s of Hove were thanked for delivering food and continuing
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plastic.
All supermarket staff who have been working tirelessly throughout
lockdown too, special mentioned to Aldi, Morrisons and Co-op. Co-op on
Lewes Road for always being friendly and managing the restrictions well.
Mark at the Co-op for “giving me pasta and pesto from his cupboards for my
autistic son when everyone was stockpiling at the start of lockdown”.
Help with food
Food banks have “been a lifeline for so many people”, particularly during this
uncertain time as one resident said, “these are the people who have really
helped those most in need”. They have had to rapidly expand their services to
cope with the increase of those in need, “relying entirely on volunteers and
good will”. Residents have thanked various different food banks for their help
and support, this includes:
The Edge foodbank where residents thanked volunteers for their hard work.
Amy Allison’s work with the local food bank has been seen as vital to the local
community. Another resident thanked Jane Brown for her work at the
foodbank, as well as constantly helping neighbours tirelessly.
St Mungo’s, where one resident volunteers, delivering foodbank parcels
which “is a huge operation and so important”.
The Junk Food Project which “distributed food that would otherwise go to
waste and allowed families to access food cheaply without accessing a food
bank”. It has also helped some residents avoid crowed supermarkets.

Wendy Maas at Nourish Catering Events, who adapted her business to
create food for vulnerable residents using food that would have otherwise
gone to waste.

Summary
The results of the survey show that most of us struggled with lockdown,
particularly at first. However, most respondents believed that the people of
Hanover and Elm Grove adapted quickly and really pulled together to make
the best of a bad situation. Certain individuals, businesses, workers,
community groups and charities have played a huge role in keeping us all
going and helping us overcome the challenges we have faced. Respondents
were particularly grateful to those who have supported the most vulnerable in
our community.
While many people will undoubtedly have concerns and difficulties going
forward due to the effects of the pandemic, there is some consolation in
knowing that lockdown has demonstrated our community’s ability to cope in a
crisis. The survey results certainly show that lockdown has brought us closer
together and that many of us now value our community more than ever.
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